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The Workforce Solutions Ecosystem: 2019 Update

This report is the fourth update to Staffing Industry Analysts’ Workforce Solutions Ecosystem, initially released in September 2015. It aims to highlight interconnected networks comprising the Staffing Industry and other types of Workforce Solutions and notes the changes to the industry over the last 12 months.

In nature, an ecosystem is a community of living organisms and non-living components interacting as an environmental system. Similarly, businesses operate in a broad and complex network of related and unrelated products and services which interact and compete with each other.

Workforce Solutions are third-party products and services relating to the sourcing, engagement and development of employed and non-employed (including contingent) workers. Workforce Solutions includes the Staffing Industry and five other important segments; Talent Acquisition Technology, Process Outsourcing, Payrolling/Compliance, Direct Work Engagement and Other Workforce Solutions.

Improvements in technology combined with economic and demographic trends means that, today, the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem is undergoing a period of turbulent change. We are confident that the Ecosystem provides a good representation of the market as it exists today, but we are equally confident that it will require further reviews and updates on a fairly frequent basis, owing to the rapid evolution of technology and globalization.

Definitions for all the terms used within this report are given at the back of this document (pages 7 to 24).
The Workforce Solutions Ecosystem

The chart on the right highlights interconnected components of the Staffing Industry and other types of Workforce Solutions. It comprises six primary segments:

- Staffing
- Process Outsourcing
- Payrolling/Compliance,
- Direct Work Engagement,
- Talent Acquisition Technology, and
- Other Workforce Solutions

The Talent Acquisition Technology segment includes a number of important sub-segments such as Job Boards and the Human Cloud (see pages 17 to 21).

We have placed the Staffing Industry at the core of this Ecosystem though, of course, we realize that this will appear to be a somewhat biased perspective if the center of your particular universe lies elsewhere. Within each segment are the products and services that comprise the segment which are defined on pages 7 to 24.
Investments in the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem

Staffing firms have broadened their service portfolios in recent years offering their clients a much broader range of services than just temporary staffing and place & search. There is nothing new in this - payrolling, outplacement, recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) and managed service provision (MSP) are now well-established offerings for many staffing firms. However, as client sophistication has grown alongside rapid advances in technology, staffing firms have begun to invest in many new categories within the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem.

Investments have been made by staffing firms outside of their core staffing segment, partly as a defensive measure to protect themselves from disruption but also as an offensive move to take advantage of new and fast-growing revenue streams. Since Q1 2014, SIA has recorded well over 200 investments/acquisitions by staffing firms in non-staffing categories (see chart to the right and SIA’s Staffing M&A Database).

The defensive criteria has, perhaps, become more pertinent as large, powerful companies from outside the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem have also started to make investments in this space. These companies have well-recognised brands and have deep wallets so staffing firms are well-advised to be mindful of this new encroachment. Examples of such investments include the following Microsoft (LinkedIn and GitHub), ADP (WorkMarket) and Coca Cola (Wonolo). The latest ‘encroacher’ is Amazon via its Amazon Web Services (AWS) brand.

Launched in September 2018, AWS IQ is a new service from Amazon that enables customers to quickly find, engage, and pay AWS Certified third-party experts for on-demand project work. AWS IQ offers video-conferencing, contract management, secure collaboration, and integrated billing. To get started, customers log into AWS IQ and describe their project needs in a few sentences. They can then chat with experts to clarify details of the project, compare proposals, review expert profiles, and select the expert who best fits their needs. There are no upfront commitments required to use AWS IQ, and customers pay for completed project milestones through their existing AWS account.
Growing convergence within the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem

Just as external encroachment into the Ecosystem has intensified, the convergence within it continues to deepen. The staffing industry itself is experiencing fundamental change with job boards and human cloud firms beginning to offer staffing-like services while blockchain initiatives invest in staffing/job board hybrids.

In 2016, Indeed, the global job aggregator owned by staffing firm Recruit, began to leverage their scale and technology to create Indeed Hire, a pay-per-hire recruiting service. “Our core business of online job advertising has grown significantly over the last few years, and we will continue to expand our business on a global scale. At the same time, we will seek to expand into new markets beyond our existing online job advertising business,” wrote Hisayuki Idekoba, head of HR Technology at Recruit Co. Ltd, in Recruit’s recently released annual report. With a placement fee of 10%, Indeed Hire is squarely placed to disrupt the market for direct hire including, presumably, that of its parent company. Idekoba added, “….. the recruitment market is significantly larger than online job advertising, and we see a huge opportunity to disrupt this market and deliver a better solution to job seekers and employers”.

Similarly, traditional staffing providers are looking to invest in their own online staffing platforms. A particularly noteworthy example of this occurred in August 2019 when Robert Half, pioneers in specialized staffing services and founded in 1948, launched Robert Half Direct. This type of investment has, hitherto, been undertaken by blue collar/catering staffing firms so the fact that such a large professional staffing firm has taken this step is significant. Robert Half Direct provides organizations with direct access to full-time candidates and claims to offer ‘the best of both worlds: smart matching technology and a customer success team that’s with you throughout the process.’

Source: SIA
A further high profile encroachment into the contingent labor market was revealed in October when Uber Technologies Inc. announced the rollout of its Uber Works staffing app, for independent contractor roles such as waiters and security guards, in a blog post.

In the post, the company writes that it is “committed to deliver services that support skill up-levelling and promote work re-entry”, saying it will be partnering with “various organizations that support workers in their employment journey”. For now, Uber Works is operating only in Chicago, and the company is partnering with staffing firms TalentBurst and TrueBlue as employers of record for payroll, unemployment and workers’ compensation purposes.

The idea of offering gig workers via a mobile app is not new. In the past four years, venture capital firms have invested tens of millions in on-demand worker technology companies like Wonolo, Instawork, Pared, Shiftgig and Blue Crew to automate matching shift-based work to gig workers. Given the US market size and Uber’s assets, it is not a surprise that the company, formerly solely a B2C platform, decided to encroach on the B2B side.

How great a disruption these investments pose to the staffing industry is yet to be seen. The prevailing outlook need not be wholly negative however - such investments may raise the profile of contingent work and lead to a greater acceptance of the gig economy. However, perhaps the single greatest threat to the industry may be complacency. All firms in the Ecosystem, especially staffing firms, have to be willing and ready to embrace change.
The Workforce Solutions Ecosystem: 2019 Update

The following pages provide definitions for each of the Workforce Solutions segments and sub-segments, including detailed explanations of the new definitions within the Ecosystem.

• Staffing
• Process Outsourcing
• Payrolling/Compliance,
• Direct Work Engagement,
• Talent Acquisition Technology, and
• Other Workforce Solutions
Staffing

The staffing industry affords flexibility for business and serves as a bridge to permanent employment for the unemployed and inactive workers. As international labor markets become increasingly complex, volatile and unpredictable, the industry is well placed to provide the vital support businesses need to grow and prosper.

Staffing Industry Analysts estimates the global staffing market to be worth USD 491 billion (EUR 416 billion) in 2018. Randstad is the largest player globally, followed by the Adecco Group and ManpowerGroup with the three largest firms accounting for just under 15% of the market while the top 10 represent 25% of total revenue.

The fourteen largest national staffing markets accounted for 87% of global staffing industry revenue in 2018. The US is the world’s largest staffing market with USD 148.3 billion of annual staffing sales, almost a third of global market size.

Japan is the next largest market with staffing sales of USD 65.1 billion representing 13% of global sales. The UK remains the third largest staffing market worldwide (9% of global sales) and the largest market in Europe. Alongside the UK, the largest European staffing markets are Germany, France and the Netherlands.

Definition: Staffing – Major sectors of the Staffing Industry include Temporary Staffing and Place & Search with the commonality of sourcing workers for a client. Place & Search is comprised of three activities: Direct Hire (or Permanent Placement), Retained Search and Temporary-to-Permanent conversions. (See following page for service segment descriptions.)
Definitions: Staffing by Service/Product Line

- **Place & Search** – incorporates certain activities of staffing firms and executive search firms. The ‘Place’ part of the definition ‘Place & Search’ refers to the bringing together of a job seeker and a prospective employer by a third party staffing firm for the purpose of effecting a traditional employment relationship, for a fee. Also refers to the process of arranging such a relationship. This term is often substituted by the terms ‘direct hire’ (in the US) and ‘permanent placement’ (elsewhere).

The ‘Search’ part of the definition ‘Place & Search’ refers to any one of a variety of unbundled sourcing research services provided by third-party executive search firms (sometimes referred to as ‘headhunters’) involving the identification of potential candidates at competitive firms, pre-screening, reference-checking, and other search-related research. ‘Search’ could also refer to the hiring activities undertaken directly by corporate recruiters though our definition of ‘Place & Search’ refers exclusively to those services provided by third-parties.

Temporary-to-Permanent (or ‘Temp- to-Perm) conversion is also feature of Place & Search and refers to the transition of a temporary worker to permanent employment status.

- **Temporary Staffing** – provides temporary help and related staffing services to businesses and other clients. The temporary staff provided are recruited, screened, possibly trained, and employed by the temporary staffing provider, then assigned to client organizations. Although the customer typically assumes supervisory responsibility for these workers, in certain service arrangements coordination or supervisory functions may be provided by the supplier.
Process Outsourcing

Business drivers for process outsourcing which enable organizations to focus on their core competence(s) have long been clear. They range from reducing costs, mitigating legal risks and conforming to compliance standards, improving quality, and providing access to technology.

Outsourcing became an increasingly prominent business strategy during the 1980’s with low cost overseas markets competing for their share of the development of offshore expertise.

As well as outsourcing or offshoring non-core skills, organizations also seek to outsource certain processes including those relating to the sourcing and management of employed and non-employed labor, i.e. HRO, RPO and MSP.

As a result, process outsourcing is an increasingly crowded and complex industry with large service providers co-existing with significant numbers of much smaller, specialized vendors. Low barriers to entry and relatively low-cost models has created fierce competition and, as a result, an opportunity for buyers to reap further business benefits.

Definition: Process Outsourcing – Use of an outside business services vendor (and its supervised personnel), either on the customer’s premises or off-site at the vendor’s location, to perform a function or run a department that was previously staffed and supervised by the customer-directly. (Sometimes, but not necessarily, limited to situations where some or all of the customer’s previous staff performing that function are hired by the outsourcing vendor. For our purposes, Process Outsourcing describes the use of an outside vendor to perform part or all of the role of a Human Resources department or a specific work output. Partial solutions would include Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) where a vendor takes on responsibility for an organization’s hiring requirements (to some degree) and Managed Service Provision (MSP) where a vendor manages an organization’s staffing suppliers. It could include outsourcing certain aspects of human resources (HRO) or outsourcing a whole work function/department such as telesales, catering or security (BPO). Such outsourcing could be done locally or offshore and sometimes, but not necessarily, limited to situations where some or all of the customer’s previous staff performing that function are subsequently hired by the outsourcing vendor. (See following page for service segment descriptions.)
Definitions: Process Outsourcing by Service/Product Line

• **Human Resources Outsourcing (HRO)** – is an outsourcing relationship in which a third-party vendor is hired to take over part or all of a client’s human resources functions. Within our Workforce Solutions Ecosystem, HRO is defined as the outsourcing of at least three HR processes and, therefore, includes those vendors that provide a portfolio of services (sometimes referred to as multi-process HRO) and allow companies to pick and choose which services will be outsourced and which will be managed in-house. A multi-process HRO engagement could include any combination of benefits administration, employment process outsourcing, hiring/recruitment, HR/Personnel management, payrolling, RPO, staffing services, talent and human capital outsourcing, training and staff development, and workforce consulting and management. We define a number of these processes (staffing, payrolling, RPO) separately within the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem as, while they might be part of an HRO engagement, they are primarily procured as standalone services and provided by firms specifically focused on these individual processes. HRO also differs from the services of a Professional Employer Organization (PEO) (see definition) which takes care of all HR functions.

• **Managed Service Provision (MSP)** – is a service whereby a company takes on primary responsibility for managing an organization’s contingent workforce program. Typical responsibilities of an MSP include overall program management, reporting and tracking, supplier selection and management, order distribution and often consolidated billing. The vast majority of MSPs also provide their clients with a vendor management system (VMS) and may have a physical presence on the client’s site. An MSP may or may not be independent of a staffing supplier.

• **Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)** – is the use of an outside business services vendor (and its supervised personnel), either on the customer’s premises or off-site at the vendor’s location, to perform a function or run a department that was previously staffed and supervised by the customer directly. (Sometimes, but not necessarily, limited to situations where some or all of the customer’s previous staff performing that function are hired by the outsourcing vendor.) In Europe, certain legal obligations are placed on the outsourcing company. For example, a formal Transfer of Undertakings Procedure (TUPE) applies to outsourced functions whereby the contracts of employment of all staff within the affected area are automatically transferred to the new employer, which then takes over all rights and obligations arising from those contracts of employment, except criminal liabilities and pension obligations.

   Outsourcing can be undertaken in a different country, usually to leverage cost advantages and this activity is more commonly referred to as ‘offshoring’. While many offshore projects are outsourced to third party intermediaries, a company can offshore activities using facilities/resources it owns/controls in another country, such that the term does not necessarily imply outsourcing.
Definitions: Process Outsourcing by Service/Product Line (continued)

• Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) – is the partial or full outsourcing of the internal recruitment function to a third-party specialist provider, which serves to provide the necessary skills, activities, tools, technologies, related recruitment supply chain partners and process methodologies to assume the role of the client’s recruiting department for direct hire (permanent workers) by owning and managing its recruitment process and related recruitment supply chain partner relationships. RPO is more commonly used as a method for employers to recruit direct-hire personnel, particularly in the US. In Europe, contingent workers will also be included within that scope in some instances. Note that staff augmentation, where recruiters are sitting alongside client based recruiters and following the client recruitment processes is not considered RPO. RPO can include short term Project RPO as well as longer term ongoing RPO engagements.
Payrolling/Compliance

Due to the variety of regulations by country, the global payrolling and IC compliance landscape is complex and diverse. Staffing Industry Analysts use the term “contractor payrolling” to define any arrangement in which a provider serves as the employer of a contingent worker on an assignment with another company, and is not responsible for recruiting. This common definition links together substantially different business models across the globe, such as the typical US payrolling model and umbrella services found in the UK and some other European markets.

In the US, it is fairly common for companies to offer both contractor payrolling and staffing (i.e. Kelly Services, Randstad, Act-1). In Europe, it is not typical for a company to provide both umbrella and staffing services, as accounting is considered core to one and staffing is considered core to the other.

Definition: Payrolling/Compliance – industry segment of the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem comprising a range of payrolling and compliance services. Payrolling and compliance services may be offered by one company or by separate companies. (See following page for service segment descriptions.)
Definitions: Payrolling/Compliance by Service/Product Line

- **Independent Contractor Compliance** – describes the ability to act legally, following a set of rules so that parties are not exposed to any specific legal and/or financial risk related to the sourcing, recruiting, hiring and/or management of contingent workers. Compliance services will evaluate processes and worker status to ensure that companies have commercially viable risk mitigation programs in place with regard to the classification of independent contractors. Depending on the legislative environment within a particular country, employee misclassification risk (and the liabilities imposed) can vary as it relates to the independent contractor, the staffing intermediary and the end-user.

- **Payrolling** – is a business service that provides payroll processing, paycheck writing, and payroll tax administration, for a fee. Payrolling is normally provided on the basis that no co-employer or joint employer relationship exists; it is plainly an administrative function. The service can be provided by specialist payroll companies or, sometimes, directly by staffing companies.

  As it relates to contingent staffing, payrolling is the provision of (usually) longer-term temporary workers to a customer where the workers have been recruited (possibly interviewed, tested and approved) by the customer. In this case, the workers become, in effect, employees of the supplier providing the payroll services. This may occur in an instance when only the customer has the proper knowledge and experience to properly evaluate potential workers. Payrolling arrangements usually only involve a specific client function or position, not all or a significant portion of a client’s workforce as in a ‘PEO’ relationship. The term “contractor payrolling” defines any arrangement in which a provider serves as the employer of a contingent worker on an assignment with another company, and is not responsible for recruiting. This common definition links together substantially different business models across the globe, such as the typical US payrolling model and the UK/European model where contingent payrolling is often provided by ‘umbrella’ companies as part of a broader compliance service when staffing firms use independent contractors to fill temporary positions. As part of the definition is that the payrolling provider be the worker’s employer, the engagement of independent contractors (ICs) does not apply to contractor payrolling. Payrolling services are typically billed at significantly lower mark-ups than traditional temporary staffing because the staffing firm has not incurred any recruiting costs.

- **Professional Employer Organization (PEO)** – primarily used in the USA, a PEO assumes, via contract, a significant portion of employer responsibilities and associated risk for either part or all of a client’s workforce. In this situation, employees are typically employed by the PEO but work on an indefinite basis under the control and direction of the client organization. PEO arrangements can be similar to HR Outsourcing though it is distinguished by a direct employment relationship between the workers and the PEO firm. While this is not a familiar service outside the US, it is known in certain countries such as the Netherlands.
Direct Work Engagement

This segment is retitled from the original ‘Contracting/Consulting’ segment. Direct Work Engagement covers categories of directly sourced ways of completing work. These may take various forms, from directly sourced contingent workers, SOW consulting services or even robots and artificial intelligence that automates process (RPA). A common theme is that none of the above are sourced via third-party intermediaries operating in other parts of our Workforce Solutions Ecosystem (i.e. temporary workers sourced via a staffing agency and freelance or crowdsourced workers sourced via the Human Cloud).

Directly Sourced Contingent Workers include independent contractors/consultants, temporary workers sourced from an internal pool and others such as summer interns and seasonal workers. We define an independent contractor as a self-employed individual performing services for a company under contract; rather than as an employee, either on-or off-site. (Also referred to as freelancers, consultants, and, in the United States, “1099s”.) Unlike employees, independent contractors (ICs) are free to perform their work as they see fit.

Within any SOW engagement model, there is a high degree of variability in the nature of the services provided, number of individual consultants assigned, timeframe and value of the contract.

Definition: Direct Work Engagement – industry segment of the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem which includes Directly Sourced Contingent Workers, SOW Consulting Services and Robots & RPA. In addition to consulting businesses where work is paid on the basis of a defined deliverable/statement of work, this covers those categories of contingent workers that are not sourced via third-party intermediaries operating in other parts of our Workforce Solutions Ecosystem (i.e. temporary workers sourced via a staffing agency and freelance or crowdsourced workers sourced via the Human Cloud). (See following page for service segment descriptions.)
Definitions: Direct Work Engagement by Service/Product Line

- **Directly Sourced Contingent Workers** – Contingent work is used to describe work arrangements that differ from regular/permanent, direct wage and salary employment. Contingent workers are primarily distinguished by having an explicitly defined or limited tenure. The ‘contingent worker’ label applies to all workers of any skill type or experience level who meet this definition, including those in professional, blue-collar, or office/clerical roles. A service segment of the Contracting/Consulting Industry, Directly Sourced Contingent Workers include independent contractors/consultants, temporary workers sourced from an internal pool and others such as summer interns and seasonal workers.

  The term ‘Contingent workers’ would normally include a number of other categories however, within our Ecosystem, these workers are supplied via third parties (and appear elsewhere in the Ecosystem) hence the addition of the phrase ‘Directly Sourced’ to eliminate these categories, namely temporary employees provided by an outside staffing agency and freelancers, and crowdsourced workers sourced via suppliers operating in the Human Cloud. Also for the purposes of this report, we have stripped out SOW Consulting Services which appears as a separately defined category (see below).

- **SOW Consulting Services** – a service segment of the Contracting/Consulting Industry, SOW Consulting Services are provided under a Statement of Work (SOW) contractual arrangement. In contrast to agency consultants, SOW consultants are typically, but not always given a regular, consistent salary by their employer and continue to receive this salary when off project assignments (i.e., “benched resource”). While SOW consultants are typically employed by consulting firms, a host of technology and other staffing firms have also entered the solutions space for its greater margins (the theory being that you are paying for the firm’s proven methodology and chemistry of the team). At times “rogue” managers have used an SOW arrangement in order to avoid restrictions on the use of temporary workers or agency consultants.

  The statement of work itself is a document that captures the work products and services, including, but not limited to: the work activities and deliverables to be supplied under a contract or as part of a project timeline. In contrast to a typical temp or contingent work arrangement which is billed based on time worked, SOW agreements are sometimes billed based on a fixed price deliverable or for hitting specific milestones. Like typical contingent arrangements, they may also be billed based on time, including arrangements where there is a time-based billing that is capped at some “not to exceed” level for time and materials.
Definitions: Direct Work Engagement by Service/Product Line

- **Robots and Robotics Process Automation** – Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is defined by IRPAAI (Institute for the Robotic Process Automation & Artificial Intelligence), as ‘the application of technology that allows employees in a company to configure computer software to capture and interpret existing applications for processing a transaction, manipulating data, triggering responses and communicating with other digital systems’.

  RPA is technology that emulates work that people could carry out and is best suited for processes with repeatable, predictable interactions with IT applications. RPA uses artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning capabilities to handle high-volume, repeatable tasks including queries, calculations and the maintenance of records and transactions. Although RPA uses the term ‘robotic’ it does not refer to a physical robot, hence our addition of ‘Robots’ to the full definition of this new category.

  It should be noted that RPA is also being used to some extent within the ‘Talent Acquisition Technology’ space (specifically within the ‘Candidate Discovery’ and ‘Candidate Engagement’, sub-segments). Our definition of RPA within the ‘Direct Work Engagement’ segment applies specifically to technology being used to perform work tasks in areas not related to talent acquisition.
Talent Acquisition Technology

Talent Acquisition Technology has become a critical tool for most large and medium sized organizations and has been a key driver of the enhanced efficiency, compliance, cost rationalization, and transparency of the modern contingent workforce.

Talent acquisition technology can be grouped into five broad functions that mirror the candidate hiring lifecycle. These functions are:

- Systems of Record
- Candidate Discovery
- Candidate Assessment
- Candidate Engagement
- Candidate Verification

What makes up each function is outlined on the following page.

There are thousands of talent acquisition technology companies. Many are focused on a particular point solution or niche, while others combine a variety of solutions and may operate across multiple categories.

This segment is focused on talent acquisition technologies used directly by firms to source talent, and not on technologies that are primarily designed for workers or by intermediaries as included in other parts of the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem (such as staffing firms), though some technologies are used by both firms as well as their intermediaries to source talent.

Please refer to SIA’s Talent Acquisition Technology Ecosystem and Artificial Intelligence in Talent Acquisition reports for fuller definitions and a deeper look at this landscape.
Talent Acquisition Technology Redefined

- Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS)
- Vendor Management Systems (VMS)
- Software Integrators
- Workforce Analytics
- Psychometric Assessments
- Skills Tests
- Interviewing Platforms

- Job boards
- Job aggregators
- Social media job sites
- Community sites
- Online classifieds
- Programmatic job ads/job distributors
- Job post optimizers
- Online staffing
- Crowdsourcing
- Online work services
- Resume Parsing/Search-Match Tools
- People aggregators
- Sourcing process automation platforms
- Intelligent sourcing management systems

- Texting/Email Technology
- Recruitment Chatbots
- Engagement Platforms
- Background Check Verification
- Social Media Screening

- Online Job Advertising
- Human Cloud
- Sourcing Automation
- Employee Referrals
- Recruitment Marketplaces

- Candidate Discovery
- Candidate Engagement
- Systems of Record
- Candidate Verification
- Candidate Assessment

- Talent Acquisition Technology
Definitions: Talent Acquisition Technology by Service/Product Line

- **Candidate Discovery** technology includes companies that help clients find candidates, whether through a client’s own database, a website where an applicant has posted a resume, or an online marketplace where companies and individuals freely buy and sell contingent labor. It includes all variants of online job advertising platforms, the Human Cloud, sourcing automation technologies, employee referral technology and recruitment marketplaces. **We have renamed recruitment aggregators as recruitment marketplaces following deeper analysis of this segment and publication of a new research report in August 2019.**

Candidate discovery technology is arguably where most innovation and transformation is happening in the talent acquisition technology ecosystem today given advances in technology, big data methodologies and growing skills shortages, which have intensified the need for innovative solutions.

- **Candidate Assessment** – Once a candidate has been discovered, the recruitment process generally moves to validation. Is the candidate qualified for the position? Do they have the requisite skills and experience? Will they work well with the team that plans to hire them? Do they fit the hiring organization’s culture? Will they pass a background check? There are a host of talent acquisition technology solutions designed to help firms with this phase of the talent acquisition process. We group these solutions into three categories: psychometric assessments, skills assessments, and interviewing platforms.

- **Candidate Engagement** is unique in that it isn’t necessarily a particular “step” in the talent acquisition process; good companies should be keeping candidates engaged from initial outreach through placement and re-deployment. However, organizations often fall short in keeping job candidates happy, productive, and engaged through the hiring process. Well-designed engagement campaigns can make organizations more efficient and productive, freeing up time for recruiters to focus on higher value-added activities. Candidate engagement technologies are grouped into three further sub-categories; texting/Email technology, recruitment chatbots and engagement platforms.

- **Candidate Verification** – Once a candidate has been identified and selected, the last step before onboarding the candidate is performing verifications. This might consist of checking any criminal history, eligibility for employment, and other relevant aspects of a candidate’s background, which has historically been a manual and labour-intensive process due to the fragmented nature of record keeping standards in different jurisdictions. We have split these types of services into two sub-categories; background check verification and social media screening.
Definitions: Talent Acquisition Technology by Service/Product Line

• **Systems of Record** are typically the foundation of a firm’s overall talent acquisition efforts. Their primary function is to track and maintain information about candidates as they progress through various stages of the recruiting lifecycle, often serving as the “central hub” for talent acquisition activities. Many organizations use an applicant tracking system (ATS) as part of their sourcing strategy for direct hires. ATS is often used as a standalone product and there are many niche providers operating in this space. However, some organizations might use a human resource information system (HRIS) or human capital management system (HCMS), which are robust suites of general HR software that often include ATS functionality. As HRIS and HCMS software suites mostly comprise functionality post-acquisition of talent (time and attendance, payrolling, and benefits administration), this category of software is not included in our talent acquisition technology ecosystem (save for the ATS module).

We also include vendor management systems (VMS) within the systems of record category. While end clients use VMS technology to procure temporary staff and manage temporary staffing suppliers, it is primarily used as a tool to track spend, suppliers, temporary workers, and the data relevant to each of those categories. Furthermore, as VMS technology increasingly integrates with other types of talent acquisition technology (such as human cloud vendors), it is also increasingly used as the system of record for tracking worker engagements across platforms.

Finally, software integrators are companies that help different technologies “talk” to each other. For example, a firm might use Salesforce, Workday, Beeline, and Upwork -- solutions which each have their own unique technology stack and workflows, though ideally the systems would interact and share data as necessary and in an automated fashion.
Other Workforce Solutions

The ‘Other Workforce Solutions’ segment serves as a complement to other segments of the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem.

Due to the complementary nature of this segment, some of the largest global staffing firms offer services in this segment, in particular within the outplacement service segment, such as ManpowerGroup (Right Management) and Adecco (Lee Hecht Harrison).

Firms operating in the Process Outsourcing segment will also frequently offer one or a combination of services in this segment in order to complement their core outsourcing services.

Although not directly related to the sourcing or hiring of workers, these services help to develop people in their careers in order to fulfil their potential and also to manage career transition. Whereas staffing helps find candidates who are prepared to interview for open jobs or temporary positions, outplacement, for example, helps candidates find and prepare to interview for open jobs.

Definition: Other Workforce Solutions – A broad grouping of employment-related services including employee benefits services, insurance, retirement services, employee development, motivation/engagement, outplacement, HR consulting, testing, training, relocation services and any other ancillary HR services not found elsewhere in the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem. These services are not directly related to the sourcing or hiring of workers but focus on other facets of managing a workforce. (See following page for service segment descriptions.)
Definitions: Other Workforce Solutions by Service/Product Line

• **Ancillary HR Services** – includes all other workforce related third-party services not captured elsewhere in the Workforce Solutions Ecosystem. Examples include retirement services, compensation and benefits, relocation services as well as data and analytics providers.

• **HR Consulting** – is a specialist form of management consulting. HR Consultancies are hired by organizations in order to achieve a better outcome for their human resources-related activities. It differs from HR Outsourcing in that clients pay for an advisory/consulting recommendation rather than a specific HR-related service. HR Consulting firms can advise clients on important strategic issues such as performance management and alignment, HR technology selection/implementation, HR transformation (i.e. Mergers & Acquisitions, redundancy programs), talent management, and staff analytics. HR Consultancies perform needs assessments or audits and make recommendations or proposals, coordinate the creation and implementation of an action or corrective plan, and when required, organize and coordinate cross-functional HR teams to assist with developing and implementing performance improvement corrective plans, programs or processes.

• **HR Tech** – software solutions that can be deployed post-sourcing of workers in order to better manage, engage, and motivate these workers. These solutions are sometimes offered as a standalone activity (or point solution) but more often as part of a suite of Human Resource Management System (HRMS) solutions. The solutions include technologies that facilitate onboarding, personnel administration, benefits administration, performance management, learning management system (LMS), time & attendance, expenses management and engagement/recognition. Within our definition, HR Tech excludes technologies used to acquire talent (such as ATS and VMS) as these appear in their own right within our Ecosystem. It also excludes payrolling which, again, features as an independent category within our Ecosystem. While we might categorize them separately, some vendors do include these services within their wider HRMS portfolios. A number of important vendors bundle HR Tech to provide a comprehensive suite of human capital management tools as part of their wider ERP offerings.

• **Outplacement** – is a service to guide a terminated employee of a company to a satisfactory new position or career through the provision of short- or long-term counselling and support services, on a group or individual basis, most often paid for by the terminating employer.
Definitions: Other Workforce Solutions by Service/Product Line (continued)

- **Testing** — is the practice of administering written, oral, or other tests as a means of determining the suitability or desirability of a job applicant or for evaluating the suitability of an existing employee. These may include the evaluation of hard skills such as performance assessments and job knowledge tests but also soft skills by way of personality examinations using various psychometric techniques. Pre-employment screening undertaken before someone is offered a job or temporary position may also include background checks and drug testing which are commonly conducted for hiring in safety critical roles such as heavy machinery or driving and government agencies although there is a growing trend for tests to be administered in a wider range of industries.

- **Training & Accreditation** — a service segment of the Other Workforce Solutions Industry, there are many forms of work-related Training provided by third-party experts. Some may relate to a very particular job role such as electrical engineering, accounting or nursing, some provide education on broader skill sets such as sales techniques, public speaking/presenting, health and safety and leadership, while others help workers develop better skills on a particular software program. Many staffing firms will provide training where it can improve the skills (and, therefore, the value) of a temporary worker and, in certain countries, such as France, such training is a legal obligation. Training could be provided through via a learning management system (LMS) though where the training delivery is primarily automated, we would classify this this as HR Tech (see definition). Accreditation refers to the formal, third-party recognition of competence to perform specific tasks which many training vendors award upon conclusion of a training program.
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